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Introduction

Skill Boosters' video-based training is designed to address meaningful workplace challenges

in areas such as equality, diversity and inclusion, and leadership and teamwork.

The Members’ Resource Centre provides you with instant access to preview and download

all of Skill Boosters’ online courses, films, trainer packs, learner notes and other useful items.

‘Mix and match’ resources

We provide the ingredients in a variety of formats for flexible delivery and the creation of

training programmes which best suit your audience, their location, time available and

training consolidation over time.

Suggestion: Use the Introduction lesson 1 from a course to create awareness of a topic,

follow this with the online course and three months later run a learn-at-lunch with the short

film to reiterate the learning objectives and discuss behavioural change.

Suggestion: Upload a mandatory online course to your LMS. Use an engagement/teaser

video to remind those who haven’t yet taken the course after a certain amount of time.

Follow up 6 months later with the shorter micro-course to consolidate learning and provide a

quick refresher course with assessment data.

Suggestion: Build up a voluntary catalogue of resources on a topic such as wellbeing which

can be accessed by learners at the point of need. Provide a set of short micro-courses on the

topic, as well as loading the short films and lived experience onto the Intranet for when

employees need them. Send a communication introducing the wellbeing pack which includes

a single engagement video.

Time saver: Short films are 10-15 minutes long. Micro-courses contain the same or similar

content to the short film but the video is divided into 4 separate sections. Learners can login

to the Learning Management System and complete one section at a time when they have a

spare moment.
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Online courses

Launch a full preview of every online course as it would appear on an LMS for your learners.

Review appropriate courses for your training programmes before downloading them.

Time saver: The MRC removes bottle-necks to obtaining courses to upload to your Learning

Management System.

● Download an online course at the click of a button at any time during your

subscription.

● Each course is in the form of a ‘.zip file’ which must be uploaded onto your Learning

Management System without extraction. The LMS unpacks the file and does all of

the work for you.

● We use standard settings in our courses which experience tells us work well for our

clients - SCORM 1.2, pass/incomplete based on passing the quiz at 80%.

Course formats

Online courses are available in three formats. The short film and micro-course contain the

same or similar content with the latter being broken into 4 smaller sections of film with

learner notes and a quiz.

● Short film - a 10 to 15-min overview of a topic

● Micro-course - 15 to 20-min overview with 4 video lessons, a set of learner

notes and quiz.

● Course - 30 to 60-min of video lessons with up to 4 sets of learner notes and

quiz.

Course elements

Our courses comprise three elements:

● leading subject matter experts - provide the content for the courses

and feed into the drama scripts. Skill Boosters remain in contact with

the experts for changes in law, policy and culture so courses are

always up to date and on point.
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● high quality drama - the founder of the company has over 30 years

experience in film making

● lived experience - from volunteers, clients and experts.

Suggestion: Got a Rise Articulate licence? We can share assets with you on request.

Film library

Our members use these films for:

● Provide an alternative to a guest speaker by using Lived Experience.

● Use film drama as substitutes for role plays.

● Stimulate discussion using film as an alternative to animated / ppt text images…
● Create learning tool-kits or lists of videos to support learning objectives.

● Incorporate film into your latest training programmes.

● Use Subject Matter Expert guidance to support internal policies and standards.

● Download our video files to promote events throughout the calendar year (Mental

Health Awareness, for example) or as a teaser to promote the full online courses.

● Run webinars or virtual classroom sessions (Zoom / Teams.)

● Put together events such as 'Lunch and Learn'  or 'Learning at Work' week.  Use short

films as ice-breakers or host them on your Intranet to enable self-managed, just in

time learning.

Time saver: all of the films can be streamed from the Members’ Resource Centre (MRC)

which saves downloading them then adding them to your Intranet.

Find and deliver a film to your learners

Our film library contains

● Over 50 short films

● All individual lessons from our online courses and micro-courses

● Lived experience videos

● Drama scenarios
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Find a film

All search results display the duration of the film on the bottom left and a link with the

image of a clock on the bottom right to add the film to your ‘Watch Later’ list.

Suggestion: Limited time available for your learners? Use the durations to check whether the

resource is a suitable fit. Our films range between 1 and 15 minutes so there will be

something suitable for every occasion.

Time saver: Use the “Watch Later” list to quickly select some ideas then go through them

later to narrow down your choice.

Time saver: Use our film library catalogue in the documents section to find a search code for

a particular film. Enter it into the search bar in the main menu to get that exact resource. The

catalogue lists the duration of every film at-a-glance.

Time saver: building your own in-house courses? Find videos which provide the resources you

need for custom courses.

Click on the image or title of a film in the search results to open the video player with

options to:

● stream it with burnt-in subtitles

● select ‘Watch Later’ to add it to your ‘Watch Later’ list

● click on the cloud to download the MP4 video
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● auto-next to play the next video in the sequence. For example, if you are

watching lesson 2 of our Allyship course, the next video - lesson 3 - will play

automatically.

Browse playlists

Browsing playlists will show how many videos are in the playlist on the top left. Playlists are

categorised as: course lessons, short films, drama scenarios, lived experience and internal

marketing.
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Course lesson playlists contain all lessons from an individual course in order.

● Stream each video by clicking on each video on the right of the video player or,

● turn on “auto-next” underneath the video for an automatic run-through of all items.

● Click on the clock below the video on the left to save it to your ‘Watch Later’  list.

● Click on the cloud below the video on the right to download the MP4 video.

Suggestion: Stream the playlist to run a face-to-face or remote workshop. Play each lesson in

order with discussion and reflection between. Each video has a description underneath as an

introduction.

Short films

Provides an excellent foundation resource due to its flexibility in delivery. As well as being

available in the SCORM format from the ‘online courses’ section, short films can be streamed

or downloaded as MP4 video files from the ‘film library.’ All short films are in category

playlists.

Suggestion: use the short film to introduce a topic before the learner takes the online course

on your Learning Management System to consolidate learning and provide assessment data.

Or, use the short film as a ‘learn-at-lunch’ refresher a few months after your learners take the

online course.
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Suggestion: create a library of short films on your intranet for learners to access at the point

of need.

Lived experience videos

True-life stories, with people talking about experiences which are pertinent to the course

topic.

Suggestion: add a Lived Experience video to your newsletter and link to the remainder of the

set on your Intranet.

Suggestion: Use Lived Experience to improve engagement and open discussion at

face-to-face or remote workshops.

Suggestion: Create a library of Lived Experience videos so that learners can go privately to

view those most pertinent to them at their point of need.
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Drama scenarios

Thought provoking work-based drama scenarios for use as conversation starters to enhance

your live online training.

Suggestion: Suitable for any session where you want an uninterrupted stand-alone drama on

any topic. For a particular problem in a team, there may be a drama which replicates this

situation to open discussion.

Internal marketing

Short video clips to support your training programmes, generate interest and promote

engagement with your learners.

Suggestion: Use video clips in internal newsletters to generate enthusiasm around an

upcoming training programme or encourage learners to take the course who initially show

disinterest and don’t login to take a course.
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Downloading a video

Select the cloud underneath the video to go to a download page.

● Choose HD to fullscreen from your machine.

● Choose SD to embed into a presentation if you need a smaller file.

● Choose between subtitled and non-subtitled.

● A transcript accompanies each film.

Trainer packs

An all-in-one resource for trainers that includes a customisable PowerPoint presentation,

engaging videos and trainer notes. Preview the videos contained in each pack and download

resources at the click of a button. The videos can be streamed in order from a playlist during

your workshop, or the whole pack of videos can be downloaded at once to use offline or to

load onto your Intranet.
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The notes advise on how to run the half-day workshop, where each video should be played

and points of discussion and reflection. The PowerPoint presentation is available with or

without embedded videos as it is a large file. The presentation contains all content and can

be easily customised and rebranded.

The excerpts below are from ‘Understanding race bias.’
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Documents

Learner notes

Search for course/micro-course learner notes by category or keyword.

Download as a .pdf document to distribute to your learners.

Downloadable catalogues

Time saver: At-a-glance summaries, as pdf or spreadsheets, of every resource. Use them to

find search codes for specific items or download them to help discuss requirements with

colleagues or to use as a tick list.

An excerpt from our online course list:
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Time saver: Use our pre-built spreadsheets to quickly download a topic image or cut and

paste supporting information about our resources - descriptions, durations etc.

Excerpt from the image library document:

Excerpt from the course description spreadsheet which contains title, search code, course

description, abstract, learning objectives and duration:

Technical information

This section contains: technical specification, customisation guide and translation guide.

Testing our courses on your Learning Management System? Download our technical

specification to assist.

Time saver: Need a little customisation? For a small additional cost we can make edits to the

course to tailor it to your organisation. Much cheaper than creating your own bespoke

course. Download our customisation guide.

Time saver: Need a course translated? Request our assets so you can translate in-house then

we will rebuild the course for you. Download our translation guide. Some of our courses are

already translated so check our list.
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